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Teacher Overview: Wolf and African Wild Dog
The Wolf, African wild dog (wild dog) and Arctic fox (A. fox) have traits that are unique to their particular
species. Below is a list of general traits for each species that will help you and your students complete the
ThinkingWorks lesson.
The wolf, wild dog and A. fox belong to the class of vertebrate (e.g., animals with a backbone) animals
known as Mammalia or Mammals. This group is characterized by live birth, suckling young with milk
produced by the mother, a covering of hair or fur and warm-bloodedness (e.g., capable of producing their
own body heat).
The class Mammalia is further broken down into smaller groups known as orders and families. The wolves,
wild dog and A. fox belong to the order Carnivora, a group typified as flesh-eating with large canine teeth.
Two of the many other members of this order include the cats (e.g., lions and tigers) and bears (e.g., polar
and black bear). The wolf, wild dog and A. fox also belong to the family Canidae, a family composed of the
wolves, foxes, jackals, African wild dogs, bush dogs and domestic dogs.
There are currently four female sibling gray wolves on exhibit at The Toledo Zoo. The wolf exhibit is
located on the north side of the Zoo adjacent to the Arctic Encounter exhibit. African wild dogs are
displayed in the Tiger Terrace area of the historic section of the Zoo. The number of wild dogs may vary
with the birth, acquisition and disposition of animals.
General Wolf Characteristics
Canine and carnassial teeth are large

Flexible ears provide
excellent hearing

Long guard hairs with a
short, dense undercoat

Deep, broad chest

Forward facing eyes
for good binocular
vision

Excellent sense of smell for
finding prey
Long legs

Muscular neck
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General Wolf Characteristics
q Like dogs, wolves are members of the canine family of mammals.
q Scientists believe that wolves were domesticated about 12,000 years ago, resulting in the domestic
dog.
q Wolves have large, powerful canine teeth for killing large prey. Powerful carnassial teeth help sever
tendons and ligaments of large prey such as deer, elk and moose.
q Long legs allow a wolf to reach a maximum speed of 45 mph, enabling a pack to pursue and catch their
long-legged, speedy prey.
q A wolf is covered with long guard hairs to protect it from insects, ticks, scrapes and abrasions. The
short, dense undercoat acts as an insulator against cold.
q As with all predators, wolves have forward facing eyes that provide binocular vision with good depth
perception.
q Wolves, as with all canids, have excellent hearing and an exceptional sense of smell.
q Wolves have a strong muscular neck that enables them to hang on and pull down large prey.
q Wolf coloration is highly variable, ranging from white to black with intermediate shades of gray.
q Wolves are carnivores or meat-eaters. Their prey includes large ungulates (e.g., hoofed animals) such
as deer, moose, muskox, elk and bison.
q North America is home to two species of wolf, the gray wolf and the red wolf. The Toledo Zoo exhibits
four gray wolves.
q The gray wolf is the largest of the world’s wild canines, reaching weights of 80 – 120 pounds.
q Wolves are top predators in their ecosystem. Wolves help keep the number of large prey species in
check. Otherwise, prey animals, such as elk and deer, would become too numerous and destroy their
food resources.
Wolf Behavior
q Wolves are social mammals that live in groups.
q Wolves live in groups of 5 to 20 members called packs.
q The pack leader is a male wolf referred to as the alpha male. His mate is the alpha female.
q Wolf pairs stay together for life and are usually the only pack members to breed. The rest of the pack
is made up of pups, yearlings and non-breeding adults.
q In the wolf pack, each wolf has a specific role in a hierarchy. The wolves that rank higher up get to eat
before lower ranking wolves.
q Each pack has an omega wolf. It is the lowest ranking wolf and generally eats last.
q Members of the pack that are neither alpha or omega are called betas.
q The pecking order within a wolf pack is not rigid and is constantly changing as lower ranking males
compete for breeding rights or as other members leave or die.
q Wolves hunt in a group which enables them to kill large prey.
q The social structure of the pack also results in better protection and care for the young. The omega
wolf will often stand guard with the pups while the rest of the pack hunt or rest.
q Play is an important part of pack life. Play helps pups learn skills that are valuable for survival. It also
strengthens bonds among the pack members.
q Wolves are sexually mature when they are about three years old.
q Breeding occurs in late winter and up to ten pups are born in the spring. Pups are born in a den that the
mother has dug or prepared.
q Pups feed on their mother’s milk for four weeks and are gradually weaned by eating meat that has been
regurgitated by pack members.
q Pups begin to travel with the pack at about seven months.
q After about two years, young wolves will leave the pack to try and find a mate and form their own pack.
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q Wolves are territorial animals. They claim an area and defend it from competing wolf packs. The size
of the territory can range from 50 to more than 1,000 square miles.
Wolf Communication
q Wolves communicate through vocalizing (e.g., howling) and through body gestures and facial
expressions.
q Howling lets other wolf packs know territorial boundaries so that they won’t compete for limited food
resources.
q Body gestures and facial expressions are used to indicate an individual’s rank within the pack. For
example, when a pack member crouches on its stomach and lays its ears back, it is a sign of submission
to a higher ranking member.
q Wolves mark their territorial boundaries with urine and keep watch on the perimeter. They also howl
to keep other wolves from entering the territory.
Wolf Conservation
q At one time, gray wolves inhabited nearly all of North America. By the 1930’s, wolves were nearly gone
from the lower 48 states.
q Wolves were victims of persecution. People have long feared the wolf’s potential for killing their
livestock and harming their loved ones.
q Government sanctioned programs paid bounties to poison, trap and shoot wolves. The U.S. government
did not stop paying wolf bounties until 1965. By then, nearly all wolves were extinct south of Canada.
q In 1974, the gray wolf was placed under the protection of the Endangered Species Act.
African Wild Dog General Characteristics
q African wild dogs are found primarily in the
southern part of Africa.
q Weight ranges from 35 to about 80 pounds.
q Wild dogs have a highly patterned coat with
blotches of black, tan, yellow and white.
q Wild dogs are slender in build.
Behavior
q Wild dogs are carnivores that rely on speed
and long endurance to catch prey.
q Wild dogs usually hunt medium sized
ungulates such as Thompson’s gazelle.
q Packs cooperate completely in hunting and
mutual defense.
q Wild dogs are the most social of all the
canids. Wild dogs are rarely seen alone.
q Packs can include as many as 30 animals.
q Packs are composed of stable groups of
related males.
q Females disperse from their natal packs by
their third year to join other packs.
q Pack members rarely quarrel with one
another and serious fights are rare.
q All members of a pack will regurgitate food
for both pups and other pack members.

African Wild Dog
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q Ritualized food begging behaviors are a major
part of a greeting ceremony.

q The greeting ceremony involves the entire

pack and is an important bonding ceremony.

q There is little difference between the

behaviors of high and low ranking dogs.
q There is a dominance hierarchy present
within the pack, a separate one for each sex.
Conservation
q Wild dog populations are endangered due to
human activity.
q Intrusion by humans, decline of prey animals
and killing are factors for their decline.
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